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Abstract— The present paper is devoted to the
development of computational algorithms for
design and analysis of hydraulic excavator. The
position analysis of the equipment is based on
matrix description of the position of the links,
which forms the equipment open kinematic chain.
The static force analysis is performed after
position analysis and is used for determination of
the static reactions in the equipment joints. The
developed algorithms are implemented in the web
based environment for design and analysis.
Keywords—web based environment, hydraulic
excavator, position and staic force analysis
I.

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

The hydraulic excavators are widely used for
digging processes in construction, for geotechnical and
mining operations. They consists of travelling base
machine and front digger. The front digger consists of
boom, stick and bucket driven by hydraulic cylinders.
From the kinematical point of view, the front digger
represents an open kinematic chain, consisting of
bodies, connected by joints. The hydraulic cylinders
and the front digger links forms closed loop contours,
mostly three rocker mechanisms and a four-bar
mechanism. The basic structural components of the
excavator are shown at Fig.1.
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Fig.1 Basic structural components of the
hydraulic excavator
The design of a hydraulic excavator is a complex
and multidisciplinary activity. There are vast of papers
which deals with the different aspects of the design and
behavior of the excavators in the real exploitation
conditions: geometrical parameters synthesis [16, 22],

position and kinematic analysis [7, 11, 10, 8], strength
analysis [11, 8], dynamical modeling [4,5,10,18],
vibration analysis [3], control [1,14,19,29], parameters
identification and validation [12,23].
Serious attention should be paid to the position and
static force analysis of the excavator. These activities
are very important not only in the preliminary stages of
the design process, but also in the real exploitation
conditions for evaluation of the machine technical
capabilities. The position analysis of the backhoe
excavating equipment (especially the working zone
dimensions) is very important for the studying of its
technical-economic parameters; also, it is used in the
following-up static force analysis.
In the most cases of the real digging processes, the
static component of the kinematic joint reactions
prevails vastly over the dynamic one. By the reason of
that, the working engineers use the calculated or
measured maximal static forces in the joints with the
suitable safety factor for the mechanical system
strength calculations [20].
Some approaches are possible for position and
static force analysis of this type of equipment. Widely
used well known manual [13] and semiautomated [6]
graphical and graph-analytic methods are expensive,
especially for studying the joints reactions in few
different geometrical configurations of the excavating
equipment in the working zone. The analytical
approach to the problem [8,17] leads to composition
and solution of the big and complex systems of linear
and nonlinear algebraic equations. The treatment of the
statics as a particular case of the dynamics [15] is also
expensive and is accompanied by computational
difficulties. The simulation modeling via unspecialized
software products [24,25,27,28] imposes some
essential constraints to the models, performed activities
and results.
There are few computer programs, implemented in
algorithmic programming languages, which partially
automate the position and static force analysis [11, 16],
but they are practically inaccessible for wide audience.
On the basis of the performed literature study and
the practical need, the objective of the present study is
defined as: to propose and develop algorithms for
position and static force analysis of a hydraulic
excavator kinematic chain as well as to realize these
algorithms in a web based environment.
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II.

THE ALGORITHMS

II.1 ALGORITHM FOR POSITION ANALYSIS OF THE
MECHANICAL SYSTEM

In the present study transformation matrices are
used for determination of the position of any point from
the kinematic chain [2, 7, 10]. Such an approach is well
suited for computer implementation.
The kinematic chain of the backhoe equipment is a
combination of open and closed loop contours. It
consists of 10 rigid bodies which are interconnected by
14 joints. Each body is denoted by consecutive number
i in the kinematic chain, and each joint by n, where
i=0,1,…,r,…,s,…,9, n=1,2,…,p,…,q,…,14 (see fig.3).
The fixed link (ground) has a number i=0, the base
machine has a number 1. There is a fixed cartesian
coordinate system {0}, attached to the point 1 with
horizontal and vertical axes (fig.2). To each body is
attached local Cartesian coordinate system {i}. The
position of an arbitrary chosen point q from a body in its
local coordinate system, attached at the point p, is
denoted by vector {VpL.q } (see fig.2a):

{VpL.q }  { XqL YqL 1}T

(1)

Cartesian coordinates of the point q, respectively
X qL and YqL , are determined by parameters Lp.q and

 pL.q :
XqL  Lp.q cos pL.q , YqL  Lp.q sin pL.q

(2)

With Lp.q is denoted the distance between points p
and q, and with  pL.q - angle between the line pq and
Xi axis of the local coordinate system.

Yi

{i}
q

YqL

L
αp.q

L p. q

For description of the relative position of two
connected by joint bodies, which form an open
kinematic chain, following transformation matrices are
used (see fig.2b):
cos r .s  sin r .s Lpr .qr 


i 1
(3)
[Т i ]   sin r .s cos r .s
0 
 0

0
1


where r .s is the angle between links r and s.
At the fig.3 is shown the kinematic chain of the
mechanical system under consideration, the joints, the
points of interest and the position and orientation of the
attached to the bodies local coordinate systems.
For the operating equipment under consideration
(see fig.3), the open kinematic chain is formed by
bodies 0 (terrain),1 (base machine), 2 (boom), 5 (stick),
9 (bucket). Position and orientation of the hydraulic
cylinders and four-bar mechanism depends on them.
Transformation matrices between the local
coordinate systems of the bodies 0,1,2,5,9 are:
cos 1.2  sin 1.2 0 
0
[Т 1 ]   sin 1.2 cos 1.2 0  ,
 0
0
1

cos 8.13  sin 8.13 L4.8 
[T ]   sin8.13 cos 8.13
0  ,
 0
0
1 
cos 13.15  sin 13.15 L8.13 
5
[T9 ]   sin 13.15 cos 13.15
0  ,

0
0
1 
L
(4)
1.2  1.2
 ter
The joint coordinates and the body character points
at the fixed coordinate system {0} are determined by
the equation:
{Vp0.q }  [Ti 0 ]{VpL.q }  { Xq Yq 1}T
(5)
2
5

For considered mechanical system the following
relations are valid:

XqL

Xi

-for body 1:
0
L
0
L
{V1.2
}  [T10 ]{V1.2
} , {V1.3
}  [T10 ]{V1.3
},

p

0
0
L
0
L
{V1.4
}  [T10 ]{V1.4
} , {V1.G1 }  [T1 ]{V1.G1 }

a)

Yr

{r}

-for body 2:
0
L
0
L
{V4.8
}  [T10 ][T21]{V4.8
} , {V4.6
}  [T10 ][T21]{V4.6
},

qs
Xs

{s}
Ys
ps

0
0
1
L
0
L
{V4.5
}  [T10 ][T21]{V4.5
} , {V4.G2 }  [T1 ][T2 ]{V4.G2 }

φr.s

qr

L pr.qr

(6)

(7)

-for body 5:
0
L
0
L
{V8.7
}  [T10 ][T21][T52 ]{V8.7
} , {V8.9
}  [T10 ][T21][T52 ]{V8.9
}

Xr

0
L
{V8.12
}  [T10 ][T21][T52 ]{V8.12
},

pr
b)
Fig.2 a) Position and orientation of the local
coordinate system; b) Parameters of the
transformation matrix

0
L
{V8.13
}  [T10 ][T21][T52 ]{V8.13
},

{V8.0G5 }  [T10 ][T21][T52 ]{V8.LG5 }

(8)
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Fig.3 Kinematic scheme of the mechanical system
- for body 9:
0
L
{V13.14
}  [T10 ][T21][T52 ][T95 ]{V13.14
},
0
L
{V13.15
}  [T10 ][T21][T52 ][T95 ]{V13.15
},

0
0
1
2
5
L
{V13.
G9 }  [T1 ][T2 ][T5 ][T9 ]{V13.G9 }

(9)

The inclination angle of each body towards axis X0
is determined via the coordinates of two points, which
belongs to the body, in the fixed coordinate system {0}
by standard function of two arguments atan2(y,x),
through which the angle can be calculated in the
interval (-π,+ π]. For the studied mechanical system
can be written:
B1  1.2 , B2  atan2(Y8  Y4 , X8  X 4 ) ,

B3  atan2(Y5  Y3 , X5  X3 ) ,
B 4  atan2(Y7  Y6 , X7  X6 ) ,
B5  atan2(Y13  Y8 , X13  X8 ) ,
B6  atan2(Y10  Y9 , X10  X9 ) ,
B7  atan2(Y11  Y12 , X11  X12 ) ,
B8  atan2(Y14  Y11, X14  X11 ) ,
B9  atan2(Y15  Y13 , X15  X13 )

(10)
The length of the hydraulic cylinders depends on the
current inclination angle of the corresponding body,
which forms an open kinematic chain and is calculated
by the following equation:

LBi  ( X pi  Xqi )2  (Ypi  Yqi )2

(11)

According to (11) the lengths of the hydraulic
cylinders 3,4 and 6 are:

LB3  ( X5  X3 )2  (Y5  Y3 )2 ,
LB 4  ( X7  X 6 )2  (Y7  Y6 )2 ,

LB 6  ( X10  X9 )2  (Y10  Y9 )2

The coordinates of hydraulic cylinders gravity
centers in the fixed coordinate system {0} are functions
of the position and orientation of the open kinematic
chain bodies and can be calculated by equations (13).
It is presumed, that the gravity centers are situated in
the middle of the hydraulic cylinders.
1

 XG 3   X 3 
0  LB 3 



     R3   2
,
 YG 3   Y3 

 0 

1

 XG 4   X 6 
0  LB 4 




R
2

    4 
,
 YG 4   Y6 

 0 

1

 XG 6   X 9 
0  LB 6 
(13)

     R6   2

 YG 6   Y9 


0


where [R30 ] , [R40 ] and [R60 ] are the rotation matrices of
the hydraulic cylinders local coordinate systems in
relation to fixed coordinate system {0}:
cos B3  sinB3 
cos B 4  sinB 4 
, [R40 ]  
[R30 ]  

,
 sinB 4 cos B 4 
 sinB3 cos B3 

cos B 6  sinB 6 
(14)
[R60 ]  

 sinB 6 cos B 6 
When the lengths of the bodies and the coordinates
of the joints 12 and 14 are known, the current
geometric location of the four-bar mechanism is defined
by the coordinates X11 and Y11 of the joint 11 in the
fixed coordinate system {0}. These coordinates can be
calculated from the following system of nonlinear
algebraic equations:

(12)
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2
( X14  X11 )2  (Y14  Y11 )2  L14.11
2
( X12  X11 )2  (Y12  Y11 )2  L12.11

Thus, the relations from (5) to (15) define the
coordinates of all bodies in the fixed coordinate system,
also other geometric parameters – lengths of the
hydraulic cylinders and inclination angles of the bodies.
The performed position analysis is used for
definition of the current geometric configuration of the
operating equipment and is used in the following-up
static force analysis.
III.2. ALGORITHM FOR STATIC FORCE ANALYSIS OF THE
MECHANICAL SYSTEM

The main goal of the performed static force analysis
is to determine the joint reactions and the reactions
between the wheels and the terrain as a function of the
digging force, due to working environment.
In order to apply the conditions for static equilibrium
of the bodies it is necessary that the number of the
degrees of freedom h of the mechanical system has to
be equal to zero. The Chebishev’s formula (16), applied
to the system under consideration has the form (17).
(16)
h  3n  2p5  p4  0

h   3  9   213  1  0
(17)
where n is the 7number
of
links,
p
and
p
are
the
9
5
4
}
numbers of kinematic joints{6from
fifth and fourth class.
There is assumed, that the digging force is
G4
concentrated
at the {5bucket
teeth [21] and is
}
characterized by its value
and
direction.
The direction
φ 8.13 6
8
as
conservative
in
4 of the digging force is considered
6
G
relation to the digging trajectory. The force makes
approximately a constantGangle
γ with7 the trajectory
5
tangential line (fig.4). 5
10

{7}

8
12

G2

14

13

15

Pt Pt α γ
P

P

 sin8.15 
cos 8.15 

(21)

P2
(22)
1 f 2
The conditions for static equilibrium of the bodies
are obtained by removing the joints and application of
internal and external forces on the bodies (fig.5).
Pt 
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Fig.5 Free body diagram of the body i and applied
to it internal and external forces
External forces applied to the mechanical system
are: 1) the gravity forces G1÷G9, which acts at the
gravity center in vertical direction; 2) the digging force
P. The friction forces and moments in the hydraulic
cylinders and joints are neglected.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for
equilibrium of body i with applied planar forces are:
 Fi .p.q 
 P    G  
(23)
  M   M i .   M i   0
 P .i .p   G.i .p 
 F .i .p 



F   F
G   0 G 
i . p.q

Fi .y .p.q 

T

i . x . p.q
T

i

,

Pi   Pi .x

Pi .y 

T

are the vectors of internal

i .y

 

the fixed coordinate system; MF .i .p  Fi .p.q   Ai  VpL.q T

φ8.15

the

moments

of

the

internal

forces;

  - the moments of the external
 G   A V  - the moments of the

MP.i .p  Pi   Ai  V

Pn

T

forces; MG.i .p

The digging force is characterized by its value and
direction. The normal Pn and tangential Pt components
of the digging force P are defined in the coordinate
system {P}. This coordinate system is attached to the
tip of the bucket tooth, its x and y axes are normal and
tangential respectively to the trajectory (fig.4). The
following relations are valid:
  atan(Pn / Pt )  atan  f  ,

  atan(Px / Py )  atan  k 

(20)

forces Fi .p.q , external forces Pi and gravity forces Gi in

{P}

Fig. 4 Digging force and its components

α

cos 8.15
[RP0 ]  
 sin8.15

where

G9

(19)

Px 


0 Pn 
   [RP ] 


 Pt 
Py 


and

9

cos 8.15 k  sin8.15
sin8.15 k  cos 8.15

f 



8

{9}

{0}

2

11 {8}

cos 8.15 f  sin8.15
,
sin8.15f  cos 8.15

k

(15)

(18)

L
p.q
T

i

i

L
p.q

gravity forces in the local coordinate systems. All
moments are computed in relation to the point of
attachment of the body local coordinate system.
The matrix  Ai  has the following form:

  sin

 cos Bi 
(24)
 sinBi 

Bi
The conditions of static equilibrium are composed
by application of equation (23) to each body. The
solution of the obtained system of 27 linear algebraic
equations gives the static reactions in all joints – Fig.6.

 Ai    cos Bi
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the coordinate system, which x and y axes are along
and perpendicular respectively to the terrain.

For determination of the normal and tangential to
the terrain forces between the wheels and the terrain,
received horizontal and vertical reactions at joints 1 and
2 are additionally projected by proper rotation matrix in
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Fig.6. Free body diagrams of the links
III. W EB BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEVELOPED
ALGORITHMS

The suggested and developed algorithms for
position and static force analysis are implemented in
the web based environment. Our choice is to develop
Web based tool for design and analysis, because of
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the following of its obvious advantages [4, 26]: 1)
everyone is connected everywhere and at any time; 2)
there is assured speedy communication and large
quantity of information resources; 3) there is
possibility to use the tool on mobile devices which
allow performing of the simulations in field conditions;
4) there are available powerful program tools for the
implementation of the developed engineering and
visualization modules in a Web based environment; 5)
used algorithms are available for preview from the
user and can be further developed.
In our case the Web based simulation tool is
implemented consisting of the following program
modules:

Input module which provides geometrical and
force parameters of the excavator. The program input
data are the geometric parameters of the links, the
angles of rotations of the links, which form the open
kinematic chain (boom, stick and bucket), also the
inclination angle of the terrain αter, value of the
parameter f and the value of the digging force P.

Module for computation of links rotations,
joints positions and joints static forces. There are used
libraries for solution of the systems of linear and
nonlinear algebraic equations, matrix handling and
tools for processing and visualizations of the results.
The angles of rotation of the boom (body 2) φ4.8 and the
stick (link 5) φ8.13 are discretized by step k and m
respectively and they values are changed by two
sliders. The developed algorithms are applied to every
particular geometrical configuration of the backhoe
equipment, i.e. k*m times. Angle of rotation of the
bucket (body 9) φ13.15 also can be changed, but in the
calculations it is assumed to be constant.

Module for visualization of results in graphical
and numerical form. Output of the program is a set of
parameters, based on the performed calculations –
dimensions and the form of the working zone, current
geometrical configuration of the excavating equipment,
static forces graphs as a function of the angles of
rotations and maximal values of the reactions at the
joints. The output results can be easy modified for
particular needs.
The verification of the program is performed by the
comparison of the results with the results from the
classical graph-analytic approach for joint forces
determination.
An experimental Web based application, has been
developed and tested. The work with the application
starts by the preparation of the XML model. On the
user side is prepared an XML model of mechanical
assembly (the model contains information about the
geometrical description of the linkage, parameters of
its movement and some instructions about the
graphical presentation – Fig.7). XML model is sent
and stored on the server and PHP file generates

related to the concrete task Web page with graphical
presentation of the mechanical system.
At the fig.8 are shown the web visualization of a
geometric configuration of and working zone of the
operating equipment and 3D graphs for joints forces for
the shown particular geometrical configuration of the
equipment. In the current numerical example are used
geometrical parameters of the hydraulic excavator BEN
195 and the following values of the angles of rotation:
о
о
о
φ4.8=0÷120 , φ8.13=20÷140 , φ13.15=20 .

User Side

Create abd edit XML
model equpmnet

HTML+JavaScript+
XML

Receive analysis
results and
presentation

HTML+Canvas+
JavaScript+XML

Server
Side
Save XML and
generate Web page

PHP+XML

Calculations and
drafting

JavaScript Functions

Fig. 7 Technologies used for development of the web
experimental application
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The web based environment discussed here
facilitates the time consuming process of design and
analysis. The proposed approach and technical means
provide an opportunity to increase the quality of the
position and static force analysis of the hydraulic
excavator. Development and implementation of these
tools will inevitably lead to easing the labor of persons
engaged in these activities, and to achieve positive
economic impact in terms of resources - humans,
energy and time. A web based environment for design,
analysis and visualization is implemented, which uses
the developed algorithms for position and static force
analysis.
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Fig.8 Web based environment for visualization of the geometric configuration of the operating equipment,
the working zone and the graphs joint forces
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